Survey of Scenic Areas

Below are two questions about the scenic places that you believe best showcase the Commonwealth's extraordinary beauty. To help us pinpoint the location of your favorite scenic areas, please include one of the following in your descriptions:

The view of ___________ is best/significant because _____________________.
The view from ___________ is best/significant because _____________________.
The view along ___________ is best/significant because _____________________.

Which scenic vistas or places in your locality or region do you consider most beautiful?
1. ________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________

Which scenic vistas or places in Virginia do you consider most beautiful?
1. ________________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________________

☐ - Please check if you approve of these results being shared with Scenic Virginia, Inc. which is “…dedicated to the preservation, protection, and enhancement of Virginia’s scenic beauty. [By supporting] public and private actions that strengthen the appearance of Virginia’s landscapes and communities, especially along our highways and byways, [as] scenic assets are essential to the cultural and economic health of our Commonwealth.”

Thank you for participating in this survey. Your recommendations could be included in the 2013 Virginia Outdoors Plan (VOP). To view the current VOP, visit http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/recreational_planning/vop.shtml.

Survey response may be submitted to Lynn Crump at Lynn.Crump@dcr.virginia.gov. Comments should be received by April 6, 2011.